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However,  because  of  MATLAB’s  function  placing  the  argument  between  ±π,  this  places  the 
discontinuity  along  the  negative  X  axis,  in  order  to  place  this  along  the  positive  X  axis  –  i.e. 
downstream  (0‐2π)  –  the  following  modification  is  adopted  for  points  who  have  a  negative 
imaginary part: 
 
  WU z    (5.) 
  log Source Wm z    (6.) 


































































































(PSI) Free Stream = 1 | Source = 1 | Source Offset = 0 | Sink = 0 | Doublet = 0 | Vortex = 0
X
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(PSI) Free Stream = 1 | Source = 1 | Source Offset = -0.5 | Sink = -1 | Doublet = 0 | Vortex = 0
X
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(PSI) Free Stream = 1 | Source = 0 | Source Offset = -0.5 | Sink = 0 | Doublet = 1 | Vortex = 0
X
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(PSI) Free Stream = 1 | Source = 0 | Source Offset = -0.5 | Sink = 0 | Doublet = 0 | Vortex = 1
X
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(PSI) Free Stream = 1 | Source = 0 | Source Offset = -0.5 | Sink = 0 | Doublet = 1 | Vortex = 1
X
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%   2D Flow Modelling - Potential Flow 
% 
































% Calculate Complex Potential 
W=frstrm*Z... 
    +msource*(log(Z-sourcexoffst)+2*pi*1i*(Y<0))... 
    -msink*(log(Z)+2*pi*1i*(Y<0))... 
    +mudoublet./Z... 
    +kvortex*1i*log(Z); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



















% Calculate Complex Potential Derivative 
dWdZ=frstrm... 
    +msource./(Z-sourcexoffst)... 
    -msink./Z... 
    -mudoublet./Z.^2 ... 
    +kvortex*1i./Z; 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Calculate Velocity Squared, Velocity & Pressure Coefficient 





surf(X,Y,PSI); % Stream Function 3D 
  
title(['(PSI) Free Stream = ',num2str(frstrm),... 
    ' | Source = ',num2str(msource),... 
    ' | Source Offset = ',num2str(sourcexoffst),... 
    ' | Sink = ',num2str(msink),... 
    ' | Doublet = ',num2str(mudoublet),... 





axis([-xmax xmax -xmax xmax PSImin PSImax]); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% If Doublet Present - Plot Circular Cylinder 
if mudoublet~=0 
    hold on     
    m=PSImax-PSImin; 
    c=PSImin; 
    ZCYL=m*ZCYL0+c; 








title(['(PSI) Free Stream = ',num2str(frstrm),... 
    ' | Source = ',num2str(msource),... 
    ' | Source Offset = ',num2str(sourcexoffst),... 
    ' | Sink = ',num2str(msink),... 
    ' | Doublet = ',num2str(mudoublet),... 







% If Doublet Present - Plot Circular Cylinder 
if mudoublet~=0 
    hold on 









figure % Velocity 3D 
surf(X,Y,Q); 
  
title(['(Q) Free Stream = ',num2str(frstrm),... 
    ' | Source = ',num2str(msource),... 
    ' | Source Offset = ',num2str(sourcexoffst),... 
    ' | Sink = ',num2str(msink),... 
    ' | Doublet = ',num2str(mudoublet),... 





axis([-xmax xmax -xmax xmax Qmin Qmax]); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% If Doublet Present - Plot Circular Cylinder 
if mudoublet~=0 
    hold on     
    m=Qmax-Qmin; 
    c=Qmin; 
    ZCYL=m*ZCYL0+c; 
    
surf(XCYL0,YCYL0,ZCYL,'FaceColor','b','LineStyle','none','FaceAlpha',.5); 
     
end 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
figure % Pressure Coefficient 3D 
surf(X,Y,CP); 
  
title(['(C_P) Free Stream = ',num2str(frstrm),... 
    ' | Source = ',num2str(msource),... 
    ' | Source Offset = ',num2str(sourcexoffst),... 
    ' | Sink = ',num2str(msink),... 
    ' | Doublet = ',num2str(mudoublet),... 





% If Doublet Present - Plot Circular Cylinder 
if mudoublet~=0 
    hold on 
     
    m=CPmax-CPmin; 
    c=CPmin; 






   
urf(XCYL0,YCYL0,ZCYL,'FaceColor','b','LineStyle','none','FaceAlpha',.5); 
nd 